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(386)597-3026Offender Blumenfeld,Nathaniel,James

58 PEBBLE BEACH CIR Flagler Beach Florida 32136Video Taped Statement

Brown5 5White2104/20/1996 --

BrownMale
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RIVERA, CHRISTOPHER MATTHEW (813)701-6560Other

28 Seamanship TRL Palm Coast, Florida 32164-Video Taped Statement

Black1906/19/1998 5 9 145Hispanic

Male

GEORGE, MICHELLE (386)283-3020Other

28 SEAMANSHIP TRL PALM COAST, Florida 32164Video Taped Statement

Brown4411/26/1972 5 4 165White

BrownFemale

Phelps, King BurchOther

26 Seamanship TRL Palm Coast, Florida 32164-Verbal Statement

Gray and Black --7204/22/1945 5 7 160White

Male
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Smith & Wesson USsee descriptionGunHBK6958

1  to 6Black Finish40 CAL
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On November 13, 2017 at 0003 hours I, Deputy Shaughnessy was dispatched to 28 Seamanship Trail, Palm Coast, 
Florida 32164 in reference to a shooting.  

Prior to my arrival, Flagler County Communications advised that the reporting party, , called 911 
to report that her son, Tristan George had been shot by an unknown person at the residence. Communications 
stated they were receiving several calls regarding the incident and were able to get a vehicle description.  
Communications further advised the possible suspect vehicle was leaving the scene and described it as a silver 
two door car traveling at a high rate of speed with a female driving and a male on the passenger side.

While responding to the scene I did not observe any vehicle in the area matching the description given by 
communications.  

I then arrived on scene at the residence.  As I made my approach to the front door of the residence, I observed a 
Black Jeep with a shattered left rear window and pieces of glass on the ground next to it. Before entering the 
open front door, I announced my presence to the subjects inside the residence.  Michelle then came to the door 
and advised her son was in his bedroom and needed help.  After I asked, Michelle advised there was a firearm in 
Tristan’s room.  

Tristan was observed in his room, bleeding substantially but semi alert and conscious.  Christopher Rivera, who 
is living at the residence but is of no relation to the victim, was also in Tristan’s room attempting to render aid.  
Tristan and Christopher were told to exit the room and I secured the firearm in my vehicle while other Deputies 
on scene rendered aid to Tristan. The firearm, which is a black, Smith and Wesson. M and P model .40 caliber, 
handgun bearing serial # HBK6958 was located on a black computer chair in Tristan’s room. While I was inside 
the house, a blood trail was seen throughout the residence and I observed a strong scent of cannabis as well.  It 
should be noted that while Deputies were administering first aid to Tristan, He advised that a male named 
"Mike" was the subject who shot him.  Tristan was unaware of "Mike’s" last name and he stated Mike had just 
got out of jail. 

 Christopher and Michelle were told they are not allowed back in the residence until further advised.  Shortly 
after everyone was out of the house, Flagler County rescue responded to assist in treating and transporting 
Tristan.

After the scene was secure, myself and other Deputies on scene established a crime scene by cordoning off the 
residence and I established a crime scene log.  I observed several small spots of blood throughout the roadway 
in front of the residence as well as a .40 caliber spent shell casing while establishing the crime scene. 

Shortly after the incident, Florida Hospital Flagler advised there was a male dropped off with a gunshot wound 
by a silver car.  The vehicle left the hospital quickly after dropping the male off.  No information from the vehicle 
or the operator were able to be obtained.

I then spoke to Michelle who stated she was sleeping at the time of the incident but was woken up by the 
gunfire then Tristan came in to her room shouting he was shot and to call 911.  

I also spoke to Christopher who said he was asleep at the time of the incident and awoke when he heard the 
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gunfire.  After Tristan came in to the house, he assisted in rendering aid.  

I spoke to King Phelps at 26 Seamanship Trail, who stated he did not see anything but did hear several shots in 
rapid succession then heard a vehicle leave at a high rate of speed.

I also conducted a check for stolen status on the firearm I located inside the residence, however the firearm was 
negative stolen status.

Tristan was transported to a secure location nearby to be retrieved by Trauma One where he was then taken to 
Halifax Hospital in Ormond because of the extent of his injuries.  

Flagler County Sheriff’s Office investigators and crime scene specialists responded to the scene shortly after 
where they were briefed on the incident.  The scene and all information was turned over to Investigators.

Several BOLOs were issued in reference to vehicles which could be involved or realted to the incident. 

Axon footage was created and will be uploaded to Evidence.com

No further action taken by this Deputy.  
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